
rest of the team, and several 
other members of the PT ship 
community who are eager 
to help this ambitious team 
succeed. “Fixing up the boat 
is as much an effort as the race 
itself,” Willow said. “Any and 
all free time that comes up after 
my school commitments goes to 
working on the boat.” Soon, all 
of their free time will be spent 
on the water learning teamwork, 
cooperation, and skills. 

The  team is  anxious ly 
awaiting the start of the race on 
June 8th, 2020 at 5 AM. Captain 
Odin said, “I am nervous 
and excited because there’s 
obviously a lot that could go 
wrong, but I believe in my crew 
and myself.” Willow shared 
similar feelings to Odin’s. “Of 
course it’s a scary thing with 
very real risks. I don’t gloss over 
that, but I am just so excited.” 
Willow added to her race antic-
ipation by saying, “I’ve always 
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Pictured from left to right are Luca Gesinger, Dylan Tracer, Odin Smith, Willow Hoins, And Oscar Levine.  
Photo By Odin Smith

PTHS R2AK Team  
Plans to Make History 
By Melanie Bakin 

Whether it was joining 
to break more world 

records, to embrace Port 
Townsend’s customs, or to start 
off  post graduation life with a 
bang, 5 PTHS students are now 
linked together in preparation 
for the adventure of a lifetime, 
the Race to Alaska. The Race 
to Alaska, or R2AK, is a 750 
mile cold water race from Port 
Townsend, WA, to Ketchikan, 
AK. The one twist: no motors 
or support all the way to Alas-
ka. The team was founded by 
junior Odin Smith. 

Odin competed in the 2019 
R2AK becoming the youngest 
racer ever. “My last R2AK 
experience was very up and 
down. Not as high speed and 
fast paced as I would’ve liked 
but I definitely gained a lot of 
knowledge about the area on the 
way up,” Odin explained. 

Odin came back for the 
2020 race trying to break more 
records by leading the first all 
student team to compete. He 
recruited Willow Hoins, Dylan 
Tracer, Oscar Levine, and Luca 
Gesinger to accompany him on 
Team FAST (Freaking Awesome 
Sailing Teens), and embark on 

this incredible journey. 
“My favorite part about being 

a part of the team is the story of 
how we came together. A simple 
idea that turned into a dream that 
then turned into reality, all due 
to the hard work and determi-
nation of captain Odin,” Dylan 
said. Now that their dream has 
turned into a reality, the students 
are working hard to make sure 
they have the best working boat 
for the race. Odin’s entire life, 
“is the boat and I give all of my 
spare time to it, probably close 
to 50-60 hours a week.” 

The boat is in the Boat Haven, 
being repaired by Odin, the 

Attention Readers: 

As many of you know, dramatic 
changes due to COVID-19 have 
been occuring on a daily basis. 
The articles in this issue have been 
written over the course of the last 
month, and recent changes have 
shifted the reality of our school and 
world. We have done our best to 
update information in this issue 
with the rapidly changing world 
situation, however we apologize 
for any information that’s changed 
over the course of the past week 
and several days. Thank you for 
your understanding!

- Redhawk Review Staff 

▼Continued on page 7



Iron Weasel: The Band 
Capturing the Hearts of PTHS

By Pierre Ballou

Today, I interviewed Louis 
Babik, the leader of a local band 
called Iron Weasel. The band meets 
up regularly every Sunday to jam 
to some sick tunes. Currently, the 
band is made up of Louis Babik 
(Lou) on drums, Max Doray on lead 
guitar, Cameron Roland on acoustic 
guitar, Jacob Madison on keyboard, 
Keenan Chambers, who plays bass, 
and finally me, Pierre Ballou on 
Vocals. The band hopes to get gigs 
in the future but, for now, it’s only 
practice, practice, practice. I asked 
Lou to tell me about the history of 
the band. This was his response. 

“One summer I was thinking 
about how cool it would be to play 
the songs I love with my friends. 
Then, one day, I hit up my friend 
Keenan and he came over with 
his bass. We started off [with] just 
the two of us jamming out to what 
we could. After Keenan and I, we 
added our friend Kesem, who was 
playing keyboard. To put it simply, 
we sounded like trash. Then Theo 
came in and played sax, Jacob 
replaced Kesem on keyboard, and 
Kesem went to guitar.”

Lou elaborated on this initial 
group, explaining the transition 
from where they started to where 
they are today. “We still sounded 
like trash. We had a couple practices 
as this O.G. group. Then nothing 
happened for a year, no one could 
find time for the practices and 
Kesem was always in Boston. But 
then I decided to buckle down 
and get it done. It didn’t work out. 
Come time when I had to do the 
senior project proposal, I did not 
have a project in mind so I started 
brainstorming with Keenan and 
Jacob. They said, “Why not do Iron 
Weasel?” 

“Sounds good to me!” And so I 
wrote my proposal and made a goal 
to have a performance. We quickly 
realized that our group, which could 
not even get together once a month 
for practice and could only play 

the intros to Island in the Sun and 
Tequila, would need to put a whole 
set together. After that we needed 
some additions so I asked Cameron 
to join. We were talking about it in 
Spanish one day and I asked him 
if he wanted to join because he 
could sing and we needed a singer. 
Then the group of Keenan, Jacob, 
Cameron, and I got together and had 
a practice. We made more progress 
in that one practice than all other 
previous meetings combined. Next, 
I asked Max to join because we 
needed a lead guitarist and I knew 
that he could play bass, keyboard, 
guitar, and drums. And after playing 
with him a lot in the band, I can 
say without a doubt he is the most 
musically talented person I know. 

Then came in Pdog. One day, I was 
like, “Yo Pierre wanna come out 
here?” Pierre joined to play trumpet. 
Then we all got together to practice 
as the new and improved Iron 
Weasel.  Lou finalized his summary 
with my transition between roles in 
the band, saying “I’m going to be 
honest, Pdog on trumpet was not 
the move, so Pierre became a singer 
and Cameron switched to acoustic 
guitar. After that, practice started 
going very well, our song list went 
up and up.”

From then on, Iron Weasel has 
been going steady. We practice a lot 
and churn out quality music. If you 
want to see, go follow: out_here_
squad_quad on Instagram for your 
listening pleasure. 

From back to front, and left to right are Jacob Madison, Pierre Ballou, Keenan 
Chambers, Max Doray, Louis Babik, and Cameron Roland.  

Photo by Natalie Ballou

Staying Active 
while  
Staying Home 

By Stella Jorgensen 

After issuing a Stay at Home order, 
Governor Inslee expects the citizens 
of Washington State to remain 
isolated from one another with the 
exception of emergency situations 
and grocery shopping. As students, 
many of us find ourselves searching 
for ways to fill the hours once 
occupied by school, while following 
state guidelines. 

Here are some ideas! 

Art - Doing something artistic can 
fill a gap in your day, and almost 
always boosts a negative mood. 
Whether it’s drawing, painting, or 
making a collage, adding art to your 
life is a great way to pass time. 

Music - Whether you already play 
an instrument, or you’ve been 
interested in trying out something 
new, playing music exercises your 
brain while simultaneously adding 
something fun to your day. Learning 
new instruments or picking up old 
ones are both great ways to spend 
your extra free time. 

Walking outside - While this 
activity must be done with great 
care to avoid others, going for a 
quick walk around the block or 
down the beach provides both 
exercise and entertainment. With 
a pet, listening to a good podcast, 
or simply taking in the sunshine, 
walking or running  ALONE outside 
is a healthy alternative to many 
activities indoors. 

Kitchen Activities - Spending time 
in the kitchen learning to make 
or bake a new dish is rewarding 
in two ways. First, it’s always fun 
to experiment with new recipes. 
Second, you end up with a tasty 
treat! Put a little extra time into 
your breakfast or lunch, or give your 
parents a break and treat the whole 
family to a meal. Either way, you’ll 
have spent your time participating 
in a fun activity with a delicious 
reward. 



The Inner Workings of Tomorrow’s Stars
By Julia Neville 

Every year, particularly 
throughout the month of 

February, a small selection of 
students are busy at work not 
only academically and athleti-
cally, but creatively. Participants 
in the annual Stars of Tomorrow 
performance are preoccupied, 
stepping out of their comfort 
zones as they establish and better 
themselves as musicians and art-
ists, as performers. 

The range of experience I’ve 
witnessed as a Stars performer 
myself is astonishingly inspiring. 
While some, having had no 
experience dealing with the ins 
and outs of being in the spotlight, 
view the role of a performer as 
a difficult one to play, others are 
tailored for the stage and regard 
the PTHS auditorium with nothing 
but familiarity. Either way, 
presenters are connected by the 
heart of their intentions, for each 
is working tirelessly to premiere 
the very best version of their work 
that they possibly can.

Stars of Tomorrow, a student-
based performance and compe-
tition rolled into one three-hour 
show, has always been repre-
sentative of the participants and 
their passions. Consequently, 
it is different every year: as the 
participants change, so does the 
show. It is a project tackled by the 
individual, by duos of people and 

entire ensembles, and at the end of 
the day, about a month after those 
first auditions, the final perfor-
mance is considered more collab-
orative than one would initially 
think. While performances seem 
to follow the expression “to each 
their own,” by February 23rd, 
the acts are fluid, complimenting 
each other and ultimately, coming 
together to voice a powerful 
message- just how much of an 
impact art and expression can 
have on an individual.

With the experience I’ve had in 
my four years as a participant, I 
can confidently say, regardless of 
the competitive aspect of Stars, 
coming out of the final perfor-
mance entails a magical, prideful 
feeling. After working tirelessly 

for weeks to perfect a piece of 
merely three or four minutes in 
length, one can hope to have taken 
their time on the stage seriously, 
to have done it justice. While it’s 
incredibly rewarding and exhila-
rating to win an award or place, 
there’s always a part of me who 
has to remind herself why she acts, 
sings and writes her own music 
- she has something to say and 
a specific vision in the way she 
wants to say it. Stars has provided 
me and so many others with the 
opportunity to do this.

Beyond how I can describe 
Stars, others at the high school 
have been willing to share their 
experience. “It helped me see that 
I can still go up and sing, even 
if I’m not as good as everyone 
else. I still have something that’s 
different and unique, and there will 
be people who appreciate that,” 
Zoe Cook expressed, a first-year 
participant in Stars. “I think the 
purpose of Stars is to showcase the 
youth in this town who have put 
incredible time into the things they 
are passionate about and skillful 
at. If I ever go back, I would want 
to make it more of a showcase of 
not only my strengths, (but…) 
also, where my music comes from, 
why I put it out, and in what ways 
I use my voice,” she continued. 

Luna Molotis has a completely 
different perspective, having 
seniority with her five years of 

Stars experience. “At first, I was 
a really shy person and couldn’t 
bear to sing in front of anyone. As 
I’ve grown up, Stars has helped 
me realize people want to see what 
I’m capable of, so now I don’t hold 
back,” she noted. Luna began 
participating in the program, 
“because my parents live to see me 
perform and it’s a way to make my 
voice heard,” which, considering 
the busy lives we lead, can be a 
difficult thing to do— to properly 
provide a platform for students to 
passionately unleash their love for 
art, in all its intangibility and with 
all it has to offer.

As I have come to understand as 
a youth resident of Port Townsend, 
there are a huge number of 
creative opportunities open to my 
generation. Whether it be through 
the high school, Centrum or Key 
City, participating in a Missoula 
play, or singing in a local choir, it’s 
safe to say that all around us, we 
feel inspired. There’s always the 
overwhelming urge to create, to 
perform, to showcase; to express 
ourselves authentically. Inevitably, 
it seems, we are reminded of 
how flexible and unpredictably 
beautiful art and creativity can 
be after watching events such as 
Stars. By the end of the night, the 
show becomes an embodiment of 
the people involved - imperfect 
but striving for and achieving 
greatness, nonetheless.

Julia Neville and Orion Pendley practice for their Stars of Tomorrow performance  Photo by Julia Neville



Mock Trial Wins the Districts Competition 
Before Early End to Season

By Maya Dow 

When we think of State-level 
teams at PTHS, our first thought 
is often of sports. However, there 
are other teams that consistently 
advance to state level competi-
tions, ones that aren’t as often 
in the limelight. In February, the 
mock trial team took first at their 
Districts competition, guaran-
teeing them a spot at State. 

What is Mock Trial exactly? At 
the start of the year, every team 
in Washington receives a case to 
argue. Each school prepares an 
argument for both the defense and 
prosecution sides, with students 
playing witnesses and attorneys. In 
competitions, teams argue against 
each other and are scored based on 
their performance. This year, the 
case involved the theft and stolen 
identity of a semi-famous social 
media influencer.

Although competitions mainly 
consist of sitting in a courtroom, 
they are extremely draining and 
stressful. For those on the team, 
however, Mock Trial is often one 
of their favorite activities. It’s the 
community, the thrill of public 
speaking and acting, and the work 

of putting together a coherent 
argument from the case. It’s simul-
taneously one of the most difficult 
and rewarding activities offered at 
the high school 

“It’s really fun… the atmosphere 
is really nice and accepting,” Max 
Stewart, a varsity witness said of 
the team. He went on to discuss 
how Mock Trial also prepares you 
for adult life and helps you learn 
professionalism. 

The transformation of the mock 
trial team members is often drastic 
and complete when they walk into 
a courtroom. Suddenly, instead 
of high school students, they are 
attorneys and police officers and 
professors. It is not unusual for 

real attorneys to comment after 
a trial that the students have the 
knowledge and polish of law 
students or even professionals. 

Competition wise, our PTHS 
team faces some of the toughest 
adversaries in the nation. In fact, at 
State last year, they argued against 
Franklin High School’s team, who 
went on to win State and come in 
second at Nationals.

Even so, PTHS has had 
remarkable success. After a 
disappointing fourth place last 
year, the varsity team managed to 
win every single one of their trials 
at Districts this year, scoring them 
the overall victory. Along with 
this, five of their six attorneys 

were nominated for the title of 
best attorney, and Lou Babik won 
best witness out of all the teams at 
the competition.

“This year it felt so good, we 
had so much energy… last year all 
that energy fizzled out,” Emillia 
Nunn, a varsity attorney who has 
participated in Mock Trial for six 
years, said of the win. 

In February, the team prepared 
to head to State with hopes to 
break into the top ten teams. 
However, in light of the Covid-19 
outbreak, the State compe-
tition was cancelled along with 
a plethora of other activities. 
Although it was inevitable, the 
cancellation was a frustrating turn 
of events, especially for seniors on 
the team.

Before the epidemic’s spread 
to Washington, Coach Chris 
Pierson commented on the team’s 
aspirations: “I’m really proud of 
this team having come together, 
we have a lot of experience for 
a young team… [and we have] a 
great shot of placing at State going 
into the future.” 

Hopefully, despite the setback, 
the team will get the opportunity 
to showcase their skills next year. 

Redhawk Review Advice Column 
Anonymous Responder 

How do I talk to someone I have 
feelings for? In our experience, 
feelings are usually caught for 
somebody you speak with regularly 
or at least see at school and interact 
with. This means that you’re already 
“talking” to this person in some 
capacity but you want to take it to a 
more shagadelic level. If you and 
this person share friends, it should 
be easy enough to put together a 
group hang-out with a few people 
after school. You can try to focus on 
them a bit more and listen intently 
to what they’re saying, giving more 
attention to what they say and do. 

Make it clear to this person that you 
find them interesting and engaging, 
and do your best to be interesting and 
engaging to them too. At a later date, 
try to remember what they’ve told 
you and bring it back up in a comedic 
way. A little inside joke can go a long 
way. However, if you’re not close or 
don’t share common friends, it’ll be 
tougher to create a bond. Sliding up 
on somebody’s Snapchat or Instagram 
story isn’t the best option, but you can 
always try it. If you can talk to them 
over the phone, the same rules apply 
as if you’re hanging out with them. 
Be interested/interesting, listen, and 
recall. However, it’s essential that you 
make your intentions clear from the 

beginning. Don’t text someone saying 
“Hey! I want to date you!” This likely 
won’t play over well. Instead, try 
being somewhat flirty. Complement 
them and make plans to spend time 
together. Be sweet, funny, caring, and 
show that you’re the kind of person 
that your crush would want to have 
a relationship with. While we can’t 
guarantee anything, it’s not a bad place 
to start.

What do I do if my friend group 
isn’t right for me? One thing that 
happens pretty naturally throughout 
high school is a shift in friend groups. 
As people mature and grow at different 
rates, interests change and relation-

ships blossom and die. You’ll often 
find yourself spending time with 
different people in alternate classes, 
groups, or activities. This is perfectly 
normal and healthy and nothing to 
be ashamed or afraid of. Embrace 
changes like this one, but always do 
your best to be kind and respectful to 
your old friends. Remember, a friend 
group isn’t exclusive. Nobody is 
friends with and only with three or four 
people; everyone maintains connec-
tions outside of a standard grouping. 
So, as you embrace your new friends, 
try to stay on good terms with people 
you don’t hang out with anymore, and 
stay close with people outside of your 
friend group.

The team celebrates their win at Districts  Photo by Julianne Dow



Stay Informed about COVID-19
By Grace Wentzel

*Due to the recent introduction 
of the virus strain, the world’s 
scientists are still learning about 
its severity and all of its causes 
and effects, with new realizations 
coming in every few days. This 
article strives to accurately share 
the information that is currently 
known, which can be subject to 
change. Continue to do research, 
referencing organizations such as 
Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (cdc.gov) and World 
Health Organization (who.int), in 
order to stay updated. For infor-
mation specifically concerning the 
greater Port Townsend area, the 
Jefferson County Public Health 
website (www.co.jefferson.
wa.us/202/Public- Health) is a 
great resource.

COVID-19 is caused by a novel 
coronavirus, commonly referred 
to as “the coronavirus,” that 
recently began spreading around 
the world. The SARS-CoV-2 
virus strain has not been previ-
ously identified in humans, so 
preventive vaccines have not 
yet been created, However, most 
people recover after getting the 
disease. The true mortality rate 
can only be estimated as of now, 
but many are predicting that it will 
end up being less than 1% (around 
the toll of a severe seasonal flu 
strain). According to The New 
England Journal of Medicine, 
the current information suggests 
a rate of about 1.4 percent. This 
figure considers all age ranges, 
so the disparity between certain 
age groups should be mentioned. 
Those younger than 50 or so have 
a significantly lower chance of 
fatal effects from contracting the 
disease than the older community, 
with the infection often so mild 
that it’s hard to detect and only 
noticeable as a slight cough or 
fever.

As of now, the most affected 
countries have been China, Italy, 
South Korea, and Iran, while 
the spread is picking up quickly 
in places like France, Japan, 

Germany, and the U.S. Despite the 
several weeks’ notice, the United 
States has been pretty behind on 
manufacturing and distributing 
tests to the affected areas. Due 
to this, it is possible that the true 
statistics for how many actually 
have the virus won’t be known for 
a while. 

To date, the main places of 
infection in the U.S. include 
California and the Seattle area 
in Washington State. With at 
least one instance of the virus in 
Jefferson County, it is very likely 
that it will affect Port Townsend’s 
residents. There is some amount 
of worry in the citizens of Port 
Townsend, as sophomore Emilia 
Nunn noticed, leading to a definite 
difference with the people out in 
the community, where fewer 
people have been leaving their 
homes and venturing out. “It’s 
going to affect local businesses,” 
she hypothesized, having already 
seen a drop in people at the pool 
where she works. However, 
the risk of catching the virus 
by simply interacting with the 
community is considerably lower 
than perceived. Close contact 
or increased time with someone 
known to have COVID-19 is the 
most probable way to get the virus, 
as it is believed to spread mainly 
from person-to-person. The use 
of surgical masks also doesn’t 
considerably protect citizens 
from the virus, so stocks of masks 
should be saved for health care 
personnel who must use them.

Port Townsend School District 
has reacted well, ensuring that 
important information is shared 
with students and staff so that 
everyone is able to stay safe. In 
classes, techniques for sanitizing 
surfaces, items, and hands have 
been implemented into the 
schedule. Students have been 
watching the virus’s spread, 
considering its possible long and 
short-term effects.

“I think it’s going to make 
a lot of us more health-con-
scious,” senior Lilly Montgomery 
commented. Audrey Drake 

reflected that. “For us, it may 
not be as big of a concern,” but, 
especially in a community with a 
considerable population of those 
in danger of serious effects, the 
virus is something to take note of. 
Thinking of a possible shutdown 
of school and quarantine, Orion 
Pendley had a few insights. “I 
think that it [the quarantine] is 
probably a good thing because we 
have an aging community.  It’s 

probably good to protect them,” 
Orion explained. 

As of Governor Jay Inslee’s 
announcement on March 13, 
school at Port Townsend was 
canceled for six weeks, from 
March 16 until April 24. During 
this time off, students have the 
opportunity to continue their 
learning and growth while 
exercising social distancing.

As the virus spreads, take care 
to keep yourself safe. Just a few 
simple steps can considerably 
lower the chance of contracting 
the virus. As always, practice good 
hygiene. Continuing to wash hands 
(with soap and warm water for at 
least 20 seconds) and avoiding face 
touching is crucial at this time. If 
you show symptoms, stay home 
for the benefit of the community 
and take care to not spread germs. 
Since the coronavirus strongly 
affects respiratory health, smoking 
or vaping can heighten the chance 
of serious consequences from 
the disease. Remember to think 
about the facts of this disease: 
anxiety about certain racial or 
ethnic groups of people having the 
disease over others is unfounded 
and hurtful to many. As the world 
deals with this pandemic as a 
whole, remember to care for those 
around you and yourself.  

Each classroom stocked up on cleaning supplies, such as hand sanitizer, 
spray cleaner, and disinfecting wipes, to sanitize,  

prior to the school shut down. Photos by Grace Wentzel

Making sure that surfaces and 
heavily used items, like computers, 

were disinfected was part of the 
school’s plan to consciously take care 
of its students. In this image, Hope 

Brignoli used disinfecting wipes 
to clean her computer, mouse, and 

keyboard in the yearbook room. 



Restaurant Reviews with River
By River Kisler 

Welcome back to Restaurant 
Reviews with River, your 

favorite part of the Redhawk Re-
view where I eat food at restau-
rants around town and then give 
you my uneducated opinion of 
said restaurants and said food. 
My intention, before Covid-19, 
was that for each issue I would 
choose one or two restaurants to 
visit and write about, evaluating 
them on a rigorous set of criteria, 
or, in other words, whether or not 
I liked the food. However, as the 
world turns, we’ll take this one 
issue at a time from here on out. 
For next issue, I will be ordering 
take out.

So, the second stop on our 
whirlwind journey across 
the culinary mecca that is 
Port Townsend (visited prior 
to March 20th) is Lanza’s 
Ristorante, a 30 year old, family 
owned staple of Port Townsend 
dining. Located uptown on 
Lawrence Street, Lanza’s is 
nestled between the Uptown Pub 
and a quirky thrift shop. 

The  ex t e r io r  i s  f a i r l y 
unassuming, but that only 
serves to enhance the ambiance 
of the interior. The soft lighting, 
cozy booths, and exposed 
brick walls create a casual 
yet sophisticated atmosphere 
that instantly puts you at ease. 
It’s easily the most romantic 
restaurant in Port Townsend, 
but in an understated way. The 
decor is classy, however more 
importantly, it’s authentic. 
Everything about Lanza’s feels 
perfectly natural- none of it feels 
forced or overdone. As for the 
service on this particular day, 
it was excellent. The staff were 
communicative, friendly, and 
attentive: everything you could 
ask for. To put it another way, 
my water glass was never less 
than half full.

Even more comforting than 
the ambiance and service was 
the food itself. The menu is 
classic Old World Italian food, 

and many of the recipes are 
handed down from the owner’s 
grandmother. The dedication 
to tradition and excellence is 
obvious in all of the dishes that 
I consumed. Like any good 
restaurant, in my opinion, the 
first thing to arrive at our table 
was a basket of delicious, warm 
French bread rolls. My hunger 
always peaks in anticipation 
of whatever food I’ve ordered, 
so the bread did a great job of 

keeping my mind and stomach 
at ease. 

Next came my very favorite 
aperitivo, a heaping Antipasto 
p l a t t e r ,  c o m p l e t e  w i t h 
prosciutto, gourmet salami, and 
various cheeses, olives, and 
other delectables. This had my 
full attention for the next ten 
or so minutes until the portata 
principale arrived. 

My salad arrived slightly 
before the rest of the meal, which 

was a good thing, because as 
soon as the Lasagna Formaggio 
hit the table, any thought of 
eating salad was gone from my 
mind. Fresh pasta, layered with 
artichoke, zucchini, spinach, 
mozzarella, and ricotta, was 
all baked in a delicious creamy 
tomato sauce. I have eaten a lot 
of good lasagne, but this one 
is hard to top. Not only was it 
cooked perfectly, but the ratio of 
sauce to noodle to cheese was in 
perfect harmony, something that 
can’t be said of many lasagne. 

The sauce was also a highlight. 
It was almost the consistency 
of creamy tomato soup, and it 
filled a good portion of the plate. 
Its abundance didn’t weigh the 
rest of the lasagna down, in 
fact, it was very light and gave 
the whole dish a playful edge. 
A person with less self-control 
than myself may have found 
themselves drinking the sauce 
off the plate, or just going at 
it with a spoon. I know this 
because the idea crossed my 
mind more than once. 

All said and done, my bill 
for the night was in the neigh-
borhood of forty-five dollars, 
tip included. This puts Lanza’s 
squarely in the middle when 
it comes to good Italian, and 
makes it the perfect choice for 
a more special occasion (family 
in town, date night, et cetera). 
The warm atmosphere, superb 
service, and truly delicious food 
are all reasons why Lanza’s 
should be near the top of your list 
next time you decide to eat out. I 
had a wonderful experience, and 
I am sure you will too. 

For those reasons, I give 
Lanza’s a 75 out of 80, as well as 
my personal recommendation.  

Though Lanza’s is now closed 
for the duration of coronavirus 
shut downs, no take-out service 
available, I do encourage you to 
visit as soon as it’s safe to gather 
in restaurants again.

Fino alla prossima volta,  
River Kisler

Lanza’s is located at 1020 Lawrence Street, in uptown Port Townsend   
Photo by River Kisler 



A Look Into Graphic Design with Marian Roh
By Stella Jorgensen 

The Redhawk Review is made 
possible by a wide collaboration 
of people, all working to bring you 
news and stories from our school and 
community. Of course we have a 
wonderful group of writers, delving 
into issues and ideas they wish to 
illuminate for highschool students, 
as well as our generous sponsors, 
featured in each issue. 

As editor, I work to organize and 
edit articles and connect the work of 
each individual to create a complete 
paper each month. Apart from our 
writers and sponsors, there is one 
individual whose contributions to 
the Redhawk Review are such that 
without her support and expertise, 
this publication would not be 
possible. This woman is Marian 
Roh, the talented graphic designer 
behind the layout of each and every 
page. 

Marian Roh came about her career 
almost by accident. An artistic young 
adult, she took a job as a cashier at 
a small grocery store, and in her 
spare time working behind the deli 
counter, she began illustrating signs 
for each deli item. This prompted a 
small job making a brochure for the 
grocery store, and from there, oppor-
tunities kept popping up. Marian 
was self-taught, spending hours in 

libraries learning to navigate newly 
appearing computer programs with 
the help of books and librarians. 

When she moved to Port 

Townsend in ‘89, her skill with 
computers was unique, and among 
other things it landed her a job at the 
Port Townsend Leader where she 
worked for 30 years as one of several 
full-time graphic designers. 

Since her split from The Leader, 
Roh has run her own freelance 
graphic design business. She 
works on a wide range of projects, 
including logos for local businesses,  
newsletter production, advertising 
materials, and page layout and cover 
designs for book publishers. She is 
really excited to be working with the 
Port Townsend Film Festival again 
this year on their program.

I asked Roh about her experience 
being a freelance graphic designer in 
a town as small as Port Townsend. 
She cited personal connections as 
holding huge importance in getting 
jobs in such a small community and 
noted that newer forms of compe-
tition have arisen with the expansion 
of the internet.  A potential client’s 
search for a graphic designer is no 
longer limited to their local sphere, 
making these interpersonal connec-
tions even more relevant than they 
were in days past. Because of the 
tight-knit community, Marian has 
found PT to be an excellent location 
from which to battle these online 
competitors and maintain a business 
through connections she’s made 

over the years. 
Roh has been donating her time 

and expertise free of charge to our 
publication, working behind the 
scenes to ensure that each finished 
product is tastefully organized and 
laid out across the pages. 

When asked where she finds 
motivation to support our cause pro 
bono, she said she’s been angered 
in recent years by the treatment of 
journalists. Roh commented on the 
commonly growing assumption 
that print and paper publications 
are a dying event, saying “that’s 
simply not the case.” She expressed 
desire to support students and young 
people still committed to and inter-
ested in this field, and wants to 
help however she can. She fondly 
recalled memories of the “newsroom 
buzz,” hoping that students involved 
in projects like this one may go on to 
have similar experiences, whether it 
be through writing, editing, photog-
raphy, or graphic design. 

Roh’s somewhat unconventional 
career path shows just one of many 
ways interested students can end up 
working in a newsroom, even in a 
field other than journalism. 

Her willingness to work with us 
and the talent she brings in doing so 
are highly valued at the Redhawk 
Review, and we thank her for her 
commitment to this project. 

Marian Roh has lived and worked in 
Port Townsend for over 30 years as a 

Graphic Designer. Submitted photo

competed in team sports but there’s 
something special about having the 
entire community backing you before 
you’ve even begun the race.” 

Team FAST is continuously raising 
money and community support. 
They are currently selling magnets 
and stickers with their custom logo 
designed by team member Willow. 
With a community behind their hard 
work, determination, and experience, 
the team is anticipating a successful 
race and phenomenal experience. 
Captain Smith said “I love to exceed 
the expectations of others and prove 
myself to myself. I set goals and I 
make them happen.” 

Added 3.19.20  As effects of 
Covid-19 hit Washington state with 
a fury, Team Fast is very hopeful 
that this year’s R2AK will not be 
cancelled.  From the NW Maritime 
Center’s Newsletter:  “As of now we 
are planning for summer programming 
and signature events such as the Race 
to Alaska and Wooden Boat Festival, 
but we also don’t know for certain. 
Things are uncertain and moving 
faster than any of us can calibrate.”

▼Continued from page 1

Pictured at right is the team’s craft of 
choice, stationary in the Boat Haven as 

preparations for the race are made.  
Photo by Odin Smith

R2AK Team FAST, continued



PTHS Book Reviews: 

The Perks of Being A Wallflower
By Pascale Sanok

I’ll confess, the first time I read The 
Perks of Being a Wallflower I didn’t 
finish it or really understand what was 
going on. I can’t really blame the book 
though. The fact of the matter is that 
this is a book that you can’t truly under-
stand until you enter high school. When 
I reread this book, I was shocked. This 
book is phenomenal.

The story centers around a character 
named Charlie. Charlie is a socially 
awkward and chronically anxious 
freshman still dealing with some trauma 
in his past. The plot revolves around 
his friendship with two seniors, Sam 
and Patrick. The story deals with tough 
issues, such as abortion, sexual assault, 
and struggles with mental illness, yet it 
still remains remarkably amusing and 
relatable.

One of the things that stands about 
the book is the narrative voice of 
Charlie. The entire book is written 
as letters to someone simply called 
“friend.” In the book, he suggests that he doesn’t know the person 
well and simply needs to talk to someone. This creates a diary-like 
feeling. The thing that makes this book actually stand out, though, 
is that the passages do not seem like they were written for the 
reader. Instead, it seems like we are reading half of an intimate 
conversation with an unknown person. 

Another thing that I love about Charlie’s voice is that his written 
narration of the things going on around him is innocent and almost 

childlike. In a society where teenagers 
are represented by middle-aged actors 
and written by adult authors, it is easy 
to forget how young a fifteen year old 
is. His voice reminds us that even as 
high schoolers race to grow up around 
him, he is still a child struggling with 
the change.

One of my favorite things about the 
book was the characters. I’ll admit it, 
I’m a character gal. For me, they are 
the marrow of a story. A book with 
a terrible plot can be redeemed with 
good characters, but a book with bad 
characters is beyond redemption. 
Almost all of the characters in this 
book are likable, and those that aren’t 
are understandable. The teenagers act 
like dumb teenagers as they struggle 
to find their place in an everchanging 
society. The adults are neither witless 
puppets nor golden figures, instead they 
are simply people who do good things 
and bad things. They strive to be better. 
Sometimes they succeed, sometimes 
they don’t.

Now I will try to keep the next section spoiler-free, however, 
if you want to go into the book with a wholly fresh mind, you 
might want to stop reading now and come back to this section after 
you’ve read it.

The thing that truly spoke to me about this book was the accurate 
representation of Charlie’s anxiety. The character, instead of intro-
ducing himself as the character with anxiety, allows us to learn with 
him and others about the struggles he faces. Frequently when I read 
books about characters with anxiety, they seem to already under-
stand everything about themselves and their illness. However in 
real life, this seems far from the case. The author, instead of going 
with the stereotypes of anxiety, seems to actually have put effort 
into understanding it and its unpredictability. 

So, in case I haven’t made this clear yet; I love this book and I 
think it speaks to the outcast and loner in all of us. While I think 
this book can be especially meaningful to those in high school, this 
is a book that anyone can and should read. 

Thank you to Marian Roh for 
volunteering to do the page layout, 
ads and pre-press for this edition.  

ROHgraphics.com
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The Redhawk Review 
I hope you’ve enjoyed your peruse through this issue of the 

2019/2020 Redhawk Review! This paper began last year as a senior 
project by Annika Carlson, and by continuing it this year I’m hoping it 
will become a regular and lasting piece of our school. It is written and 
produced by students, for students. It’s aim is to both inform our student 
body about current events in our school and community and to provide 
an opportunity for students to get involved with journalism. We are 
always looking for more students to work with us, either as committed 
staff members or as contributors of single articles addressing topics 
writers are passionate about. We’d also love to work with students 
interested in creative writing, photography, or other art forms. If you’re 
interested in journalism, or just in learning more, please let me know! 
We’d love to have you on board. We are creating this with the ideas and 
interests of students in mind, so feedback and thoughts for the future 
are always happily accepted! Thanks for reading, 

Stella Jorgensen  (360) 821-1578


